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Abstract. The problem of generalizing a program by extending a given partial parametrization to 
a complete one is described in the framework of higher-order type theory. We first define a 
subsystem of constructive type theory and formalize the problem of generalizing a program in 
the system. We then describe the procedure that extends a given pa&l parametrization to a 
complete one and that constructs a generalized program. Next, we give some problems of the 
procedure and discuss how to solve them. Finally, as a large example, we try to generalize a 
program solving the longest K,O seg;nent problem with the intention of reusing it to the largest sum 
segment p, ddem. In some of the examples including the last one, proofs expressed by the 
formulae-as-types notion are generalized. 
1. Introduction 
The software reusability is one of the key issues for increasing the productivity 
of computer software. In reusing existing software, a program solving one problem 
is modified and converted to a program that solves another problem not identical 
but analogous to the original one. In the first stage of such a modification, we 
compare the specification of the new problem with that of the original one, where 
a specification ranges from a simple type constraint o a fully described property 
of the program, and extract he difference betweer the two specifications by replacing 
some parts of the original one with parameters o that appropriately instantiating 
the parameters yields the new one. Next, we extend the parametrization in the 
original specification to the whole program and obtain a completely parametrized 
abstract program. If we instantiate the parameters with appropriate terms, we can 
obtain a program that solves the new problem. 
This paper investigates the second process described above, i.e., that of extending 
a given partial parametrization to a complete one and obtaining a generalized 
program. We assume that the partial parametrization is specified by the user (or 
programmer). It can also be considered as a command (replace command) of a 
structure editor, and the editor should augment he parametrization and construct 
a generalized program. 
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program as an example: 
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Consider the following 
map(x) = 
if null(x) 
nil 
cons(add1 (hd(x)), map(tlb))). 
This program (function) returns a list of integers whose elements are larger than 
the co~esponding elements in the original list by one. The type of this function is 
list(int) + list(int). 
Assume that we want to generalize the function by replacing the first occurrence of 
int in its type with a parameter, say p: list(p) -) l l l . Since the result of generalizing 
the function should also be well-typed, add1 can no longer stay in its position, and 
we (or the structure ditor) should replace it with a new variable, say f, whose type 
is p + int, and the program is generalized to the following program: 
map(x) = 
if r.ull(x) 
nil 
cons(f(hd(x)), map(tl(x))), 
whose type is list(p) -, list(int). We also have the possibility of obtaining the 
following program: 
map(x) = 
if null(x) 
nil 
cons(g(hdb)), map(tl(x))), 
whose type is list(p) + list(p), and the type of the new variable g is p +p. This 
process is more like a literal substitution replacing each occurrence of int with p, 
while the first one is that of replacing only the specified occurrence (and its related 
occurrences) with p. In some cases, the second one may be useful, but in others, 
the first one is what the user expects. 
In this paper, we investigate such processes of generalization in the framework 
of higher-order type theory. By higher-ovder type theory, we mean type theory that 
is based on the formulae-as-types notion (see [12], etc.) and has the dependent 
function operator and the dependent product operator. The most typical ones are 
Martin-Liif’s constructive type theory [Ia] and De Bruijn’s AUTOMATH family 
of languages [7,16]. Recently, many researchers, particularly those in computer 
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science, are interested in higher-order type theory because of its high expressiveness 
[3,4, 5, 6, IO, 11-J 
Why we chose higher-order type theory is because 
(1) The type structure is so rich fl% various programs and specifications can be 
expressed. 
(2) Since it is based on the formulae-as-types notion, the information on 
verification can be treated as well as executable texts. 
Outline of the paper 
We first give the syntax and notation used in this paper, and define the formal 
system of the paper by giving its inference rules. It is a simpliEed version of 
MartinG5f’s constructive type theory, in which types are divided into hierarchies 
from small to large. The system has only L! as a type constructor, and other 
constructors are declared as variables. Since we are interested in syntactic manipu!a- 
tions, we sometimes introduce operators like the fixpoint operator or the operator 
expressing exclusion of the middle, which are, of tours e, not allowed in constructive 
type theory. Our system is unique in that the type of a term is always specified 
explicitly. A term takes the form rterm : term (a rterm corresponds to a term in other 
systems), where term is the explicitiy specified type of the rterm. The purpose of 
this formulation is two-fold. First, we can specify parametrization on the type of 
any part in a program. Second, the formulation is useful for the procedure that 
computes a generalization from a given partial parametrization. 
We then formalize the problem of gene&zing a program expressed in the 
formal system. We first define what is a generalization problem, and then define 
what is a solution (generalization) to a generalizatior problem. We also define an 
order betwen generalizations o that a generalization whose program is the most 
instantiated and whose variables are the most distinct becomes maximal. TX-& iit0 
objectives eem rather contradictory, because the second objective corresponds to 
Milner’s type checking a!gorithm [lS], which returns the most general type of the 
given term, while the first one implies the least general program. However, these 
objectives are very natural from the point of the generalization procedure described 
in the next section, which computes a maximal generalization with respect o the 
order. 
The procedure is based on an equivalence relation between occurrences in the 
original program. It successively selects an occurrence and tries to instantiate it; if 
it succeeds, the equivalence relation is updated. 
In the next section, we describe some problems of the generalization procedure. 
Since the procedure is nondeterministic, it can produce many generalizations. We 
therefore need some methods to resolve the ambiguity ofgeneralizatians. Moreover, 
in many cases, the procedure constructs a generalization that is instantiated too 
much. These problems can be solved by determining which parts are characteristic 
to a program. We consider injectiveness of functions as a means of doing such a 
characterization. Tne procedure constructs a generalization whose variables are 
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made as distinct as possible, but this is not always appropriate, either. We consider 
the possibility that adding correctness proof helps merge variables. 
Finally, we give a rather large example, in which a program solving the longest 
up segment problem is generalized with the intention of reusing it to the largest sum 
segment problem. 
2. Formal system 
2.1. Syntax and notation 
Terms and rterms (real terms) are defined as follows: 
term ::= rterm : term 
rterm ::= TYPE, (n: a nonnegative integer) 
1 variable 
1 lI variable : term. term 
1 h variable : term. term 
1 term term. 
The occurrence of a variable after L! or A is the binding occurrence. In Ax:cu$ or 
nX:cy$, cy is called the binding type of x. Parentheses are used to disambiguate the 
construction of terms and rterms. The operator : is assumed to associate to the right; 
i.e., a:A:a! is identical to a:(A:a). 
We define type, to be the following infinite term: 
TYPE, : TYPE,+I : TYPE,+2 : . l l 
(Note that this infinity is only conceptual.) type0 is simply denoted by type. Although 
we adopt the infinite hierarchy of types, only type0 and type, are actually used in 
the following examples. When a type represents aproposition (by the formulae-as- 
types notion), we write prop instead of type, because in some cases, it is important 
to make a distinction between propositious and types. 
A declaration (a context) is defined to be a sequence of expressions of the form 
variable : term. 
We use the following syntactic variables: 3cy , z, X, Y, 2, . . . for variables, a, b, 
c, A, B, C, . . . for rterms, cy, p, y, . . . for terms, and r, A, . . . for declarations. 
(A, 4 c , . . . usually denote rterms representing types.) Strictly speaking, they denote 
an occurrence of an entity in each syntactic ategory. In order to avoid the confusion 
between an occurrence and an entity, we use = for the identity between occurrences 
and = for the equakty between entities. For example, it = p means that the occurren- 
ces cy and p are identical, while cy = p means that cy and p are equal as terms or 
that they are occurrences of the same term. When we say that a is an occurrence of
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p in y, it means that (Y is an occurrence contained in y and (Y = p. It may be said 
that = correspo& to Lisp’s eq while = corresponds to Lisp’s equal. This distinction 
is important hroughout he paper, particularly in Section 3.2. 
We assume that a-conversion is implicitly taken into account when terms (rterms, 
declarations, etc.) are compared with each other by =. IMoreover, we sometimes 
claim 4.~ = - p, when p is obtained by renaming free occurrences of bound variables 
in cy. For example, in case of hx:cu.jl E Ay: y.6, we claim /3 = S by renaming y in S 
with x. 
Formally, expressions uch as a:cy or Ax:cu.6:/3 do not denote an occurrence and 
should not be compared with other expressions by =. However, we allow expressions 
such aa cy = R$, where the LHS is a syntactic variable and the RHS is an expression 
in which each syntactic variable occurs only once. The expression (Y = a$ means 
that Q! =: a’:j3’, a = a’ and /3 = j3’, and that a denotes the occurrence in (Y cnnrespond- 
ing to c!‘, and fi denotes the occurrence in LY corresponding to p’. The same rule 
also applies to expressions uch as a:@ = cr. If u = a$, a is denoted by rterm(cu) 
and p is denoted by type(a). 
a[b/x] (or cu[b/x]) denotes the result of substituting b for the free occurrences 
of x in a (or a). In order to avoid the capture of free variables in b, we assume 
that the bound variables in a (or cu) are appropriately renamed while b is being 
suhstitwted. Note that the expressions a[b/x] and cu[b/xJ do not denote an occur- 
rence and should not be compared with other expressions by =. 
2.2. Reduction 
The p-reduction is defined as follows. Let (hx:a.b$):y and UXY be terms, and let 
c= ((Ax:a.b:j9):y)(a:r.t'), d = bEa/,-]. 
Let 6 be a term that contains exactly one occurrence of y, and let 
We say that E is p-reduced in one step to 4 2nd write E c=- f: We call the occurrence 
r of c in E the redex of this reduction, and write r: E I) & 
The notion of residual is defined as in [l], but we use the word residual not only 
for redexes but also for non-redex r’erms. Let E and l be as above, and let s be a 
rterm occurrence in E and t be a rterm occurrence in 5. We call t an resid*Jal of s 
if one of the following three conditions holds: 
(1) Let u be a rterm occurrence in Q and u f y. t is a residual 4 s ia 1: A i,‘te 
occurrence of E corresponding to u (s= u[c/y]), and t is the occurrence % C 
corresponding to u (t = u[d/y]). 
(2) Let u be a rterm occurrence rn b and u + x. t is a residual of s if s is the 
occurrence in E corresponding to u (s = U) and t is the occurrence in 4’ corresponding 
to 24 (t i= u[a/x]). 
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(3) Lb a+ st be a rterm occurrence in Q. t is a residual of s if s is the occurrence in 
E corresponding to u (s - = u) and t is one of the occurrences in 5 corresponding to 
u (t=u). 
If t is a residual of s in a reduction whose redex is r; we write r : SH t. 
The q-reduction and its redexes and residuals are defined similarly, where 
c = hx:a.((b$)(x:a’)): y, d = b._ 
The relation h is defined to be reflexive and transitive. A reduction is identified 
by the sequence of redexes in the reduction. If p and clr are sequences of redexes, 
and p : a B-P and o : /3 c- ‘y, then po : a b 7. The same definition also applies to M; 
i.e., if p : a I+ p and u : p - 7, then po : a! I+ ‘y. The relation = denotes the symmetric 
and transitive closure of b. 
2.3. Validity 
The validity (well-typedness or well-formedness) of declarations and terms is 
defined by the following rules. The validity of a term is defined under a valid 
declaration. We write r t- when the declaration r is valid, and I?- Q! when theterm 
as is valid under L Expressions of the forms rk cy and r t- are called assertions 
(or judgements). 
For assertions of the form rt-, we have the following rules: 
(1) F (empty declaration is valid), 
(2) 
rhfi: type,, x:BL 1” 
r, x:A:type,, k l 
The validity of a term is defined by the following partial function stype, which gives 
the standard type of a rterm: 
(1) stype(~PE, I,= ~YFG+~ $ 
(2) stype(x) = Q! (if x:0! E r), 
(3) stype(x) = a (if LY is the binding type of x), 
(4 stype(nx:A: rV~e,.B:tvpe,) = typmax(n,m), 
(5) stype(hx:A:type,.b:B: type,,,) = (llx:A:type,.B: type,,,): typemsnxCn,,,), 
69 stype((f:(lIx:a$): type,)(a:a’)) = fi[af x] (if a! = cr’). 
I-k-cu is valid, if the following conditions are satisfied: 
(1) The number of term occurrences in cy not equal to type, is finite. 
t-2) For each occurrence b:P in ey, /3 = B:type,, (for some B and n) and p = 
In this system, if a! is valid and A occurs in a! in one of the following ways, then 
AsTYPE, (for some n): 
0) cy = b:c:A:P, 
(2) 
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(3) tx = (li?x:b:A:tLy):6, 
(4 ct = (lkp.b:A* y):& 
We call ‘ihese occurrences of TYPE, rigid. If A occurs in Q = (f:A$)(a:r):& then 
A is of the form l?kQ’. These occurrences are also called rigid. 
Since the system is a subsystem of constructive type theory, it satisfies the properties 
such as stzbject-reducibility, substitutability, strong normalizability, Church- Rosser 
property, etc. 
When we wrijte a rterm a in place of a term, it is considered as an abbreviation 
of a:stype( a). FOX example, we all w expressions uch as (Ax:A.(fx)x)a. When x 
does not Gccur in 6, I7x:cy.p is abbreviated to Q! + p. + is assumed to associate to 
the right. This corresponds to the assumption that function application associates 
to the left, i.e., abc denotes (ab)c. Moreover, we sometimes use an uncurried form 
of function application; e.g., f(a, b) denotes (fa)b. T)re first argument to a function 
may also be written as a suffix; e.gO, fA( 6) denotes f(A, b). This notation is used 
when the first argument represents a type. The binding type (and the preceding 
colon) in Ax:ar.P or IIx: a$ may be omitted when it is clear from the context. We 
also write 0 for those occurrences that can be easily inferred from the context. 
Example. Let r be the following declaration: 
fix:IIX:type.(X+X)+X 
boo1 : type 
if:IIX:type.(bool+X+X+X) 
int: type 
add1 : int + int 
A: type 
I ist : type + type 
null : IIX: type.(lis?(X) + bool) 
hd : IIX: type.( list( X) + X) 
tl : flX: type.(list(X) + list(X)) 
nil : IIX: type.list(X) 
append : nX : type.(list(X) + list(X) + list(X)) 
cons: nX: type.(X + list(X) + list(X)) 
We then have the following valid terms under this declaration. 
fix( list( int) + list( int)) 
A mapAx. 
if list( int) 
null(int, x) 
nil( int) 
cons( int, add1 (hd( kit, x)), ma (P? 
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fix(list(A) + list(A) + (A + A) + list(A)) 
h ma p.Au.ALhf: 
if list(Aj 
null,(l) 
~w(wpand,du, ~~~WWh(O), Md), flA(W) W) 
The second term is taken from [ 131. It maps f on I tail-recursively. 
3). Generdizatisn from partial parametrization 
3. ;. Dejnition of genera lizo tion 
For a declaration I”, Var(r) denotes the set of variables declared in l-‘, i.e., 
Var(r)={xJx:ad}. 
For a set of variables V, Term( V) denotes the set of terms whose free variables are 
all in K Rterm( V) ticnotes such r-terms. Term(Var(r)) and Rterm(Var(F)) are 
denoted by Term(r) and Rterm(r), respectively. 
Let V and U be sets of variables. If 8 is a mapping from V to Rterm( U), 0 can 
be extended to a mapping from Term(V) to Term(U) and to a mapping from 
Rterm( V) to Rterm( U). We also use P for these extended mappings. We write a0 
(or a@ for the result of applying d to (Y (or a J9 and 87 for the composition of 0 
and 7, which is usually denoted by q 0 8. Let /3 = cue and let a be an occurrence in 
cy, and 6 be an occurrence in /3. If a is mapped to b while a is mapped to /3 under 
8, we write &a-b. 
8 is called a substitution from r to A (denoted by 8 : I’+ A) if 0 is a mapping 
from Var(r) to Rterm(A) and, for each XXX E r, 
A i-xe:ae. 
Note that if e:r+A and rkar, then AI-CU@. 
Roc(a,) (or Rot(a)) denotes the set of all the rterm occurrences in a! (or a). 
Let r+ QI and let P be a set of variables disjoint from Var( r). A parameter 
specijkation of r t- cy with respect o P is a mapping S that maps each variable in 
P to a nonempty subset of Rot(a) such that 
(1) for each PE P, if cd(p), then cERterm(r); 
(2) for each p E P, if c, C’E S(p), then c = c’; 
(3) for each p E P, if c E S(p),’ then c is not rigid. 
A generalization problem is a triple (r + cy, P, S), where S is a parameter specification 
of r I- Q! with respect o P. In a generalization problem (r I- 0, P, S), an element of 
P is called a parameter. Note that the definition allows different parameters to be 
specified on different occurrences of the same rterm. 
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Example. In an example, the parameter specification is denoted by the following 
syntax: 
rtertn ::= t-term = parameter. 
We have the following generalization problems for the terms in the previous exampie. 
fix(list(int = p) --, list(int)) 
A map.Ax. 
if list(int) 
nd!(int, x) 
nil(int) 
cons(inf, add1 (hd(int, x)), map(tl(int, x))) 
fix(list(int) = p -+ list( ,4) + (A + A) + list(A)) 
A map.hu.A$Al. 
if list(A) 
null,( 1) 
k6%-wnd,(y ~oncdfW,&)h niW, tL(W) (GM 
Let (.rt-- o, P, S) be a generalization problem. A triple ((r, A I-@ ), t?, p) is called 
a solution (or a generalization) of the generalization problem if r, A k p is valid, 
8 : I’, A + I’, p : /30 m a, and they satisfy the following three conditions: 
(1) PC War(A). 
(2) For each x E VW(~), x0 = x ( 8 is an identity on VW(~)). 
(3) For each p E P and c E S(p j, there exist an occurrence d of p in p (d = p) 
and an occurrence e in /M such that 0 : d t-, e and p : e - c. 
In this definition, we require ,M c=- N (not ,RB = u), because we consider that informa- 
tion is lost in the course of reduction. For example, (Axx + x)(O) has more informa- 
tion than 0+0 in the same sense that the let abstraction let x = 0 in x ix has more 
information than 0 + 0. The requirement j38 c- by means that generalizations should 
no+ lose information in the original problem. Note also that a generalization 
contains not only r, A I--& but also 8 and p. In most of the cases, however, 0 and 
p are obvious from r, A t-/3. In a generalization, variables in Var(A)\P are called 
new variables. 
Let K, A k/3 and let A = A1 9 X: ‘y, AZ. If x does not appear in AZ or in /3, x is called 
redmdant. A generalization ((r, A kp), 0, a) is called nonredundant, if Var(A) does 
not contain a redundant variable. In the following discussions, we assume that 
generalizations are all nonredundant. 
Example. When presenting a generalization, we write only A E, B. The following 
generalizations are solutions to the generalization probems in the previous example. 
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p : type&p + int 
t- 
fix(list( p) + list(int)) 
A map.hx. 
if list(p) 
null(p, x) 
nil( int) 
cons(int, fW(p, x)), map(tl(p, x))) 
p: type, v:p+list(A), w:p+A+p 
I- 
fix(p+list(A)+(A+A)+list(A)) 
A map.kkhl.hf: 
if list(A) 
null*(I) 
v(u) 
map(wWWMO)), tlN,f) 
(G1.l) 
(G2.1) 
In (G2.1), the substitution maps the variables as follows: 
p-list(A), v-hx:list(Aj.x, 
w - Au.Ax:A.appendA( u,cons(x, nil,)). 
The following definitions and discussions are all relative to lY For substitutions, 
if 8 : r, A, + IT, A*, it is assumed that 8 is an identity on Var(r). 
ii substitution 8: r, At + I-‘, A2 is called merging if x0 E Var(&) for each x E Var( A 1) 
and there exist x, y E Var( A,) such that x 9 y and x0 = ye. 0 is called nonmerging 
if there exists no pair of a merging substitution p : I-Y, A + r, A2 and a substitution 
0’ : r, A, + I’, A such that 8 = e’p. 
Two generalizations G, = ((C AH%), 6, PI) and G = (Vi &-PA 492, ~2) are 
considered to be identical, if /3& = p202, p1 =p= and there exists a substitution 
0 : r, A, + r, A2 such that 8 is one-to-one from Var(A,) QO Var(d,), p16 = p2 and 
t4= 882. 
Let us define an order (denoted by S) between generalizations. We want to define 
G+G2 if 
(1) G2 is more instantiated, or 
(2) the variables in G2 are more distinct than those in Cl. 
Let (rk ay, P, S) be a generalization problem, and let G, = (( r9 Al t- &), 0, t p,) and 
GZ= ((r, A2kC2), 02? p2) be two generalizations. If /3#, = p202, pr = p2 and one of 
the following conditions holds. we define G, s G2 as follows: 
(1) There exists a nonmerging substitution 8 : r, A 1 + r, A2 such that p1 8 = F2, 
e* = 882. 
(2) There exists a merging substitution p : r, A2 + r, A, such that p2p = pl, O2 = 
P4 l 
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We further assume that s is transitive. Since the relation < is reflexive, < is a 
pre-order over the set of solutions of a generalkation problem. 
Tkmem 1. There eksts no iqfinite chain Gi s Gi+l such that Gi Z Gi+l . 
Proof. If Ci s Ci+, by condition (1) and Gi Z Gi+l 3 the number of occurrences not 
rigid in @i+i s larger than t at of pi (and smaller than that of fli@i s pi+iOi+l). Since 
the number does not change by condition (2), there exists no infinite chain in which 
condition (1) is satisfied an infinite number of times. On the other hand, condition 
(2) increases the number of variables in generalizations. Therefore, there exists no 
infinite chain. 0 
Corollary. s is a partial order over the set qf solutions of a generalization problem. 
Example. The following generalizations are also those of (GPl), where (61.2) s 
(G1.3)~ (Gl.l), and (61.1) is maximal. (81.2) s (G1.3) holds by conditions (2). 
p: ?YPGf :P+? 
I- 
fix(list( p) + list(p)) 
A mapAx. 
if list(p) 
null( P, x) 
nw PI 
cons(p,fW(P, x)1, mw(WP, d)i (G1.2) 
P:tYPe,wYPe,f:P+q 
I- 
fix(list( p) + list(q)) 
A mapAx. 
if list(q) 
null( P, 4 
niNd 
cons(q,.fW!p, xl), mwW!,n, x)1 (G1.3) 
3.2. Generalization procedure 
To obtain a generalization ((F, :.* k-p), 8, p) of a generalization problem 
(rka, P, S), we should construct he term PO (PO w cu). This process is clearly the 
inverse of reduction and we call ii anti-reduction here. In this section, we describe 
the procedure which does not contain the anti-reduction operation, i.e., it constructs 
a generalization for which PO = cy, The procedure described in this section is -well 
mechanizable and has actually been implemented. Anti-reduction is considered in 
the next section. 
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Let (r*t- (Y*, P*, S*) be a generalization problem, and let 0 = Roc(cy*). 
The whole procedure keeps an equivalence relation on 0 denoted by E (E c 0 x 
0). E is updated as the computation proceeds. Adding (a, b) to E means merging 
the equivalence classes of a and b. 
The procedure also ,keeps several subsets of 0: SUCCESS, FAILURE, PARAM, 
(for each p E P), DEAD and RIGID. The procedure successively selects an occur- 
rence and tries to instantiate it. If it succeeds, it adds the occurrence to SUCCESS; 
if it fails, it adds the occurrence to FAILURE. In order to construct a generalization, 
the procedure will replace an occurrence in FAILURE with a new variable. PARAM, 
is the set of occurrences corresponding to the parameter p, and each occurrence in 
PARAM, will be replaced with p in the generalization. PARAM denotes the union 
of all PARAM,, i.e., 
PARAM = u PARAM,,. 
PEP 
DEAD is the set of occurrences that should not be selected uring the computation. 
Occurrences contained in an occurrence in FAlLUREu PARAM are added to DEAD. 
RIGID is the set of rigid occurences. These subsets hould be compatible with E 
except for RIGID; e.g., if a E SUCCESS and (u, 6)~ E, then 6 E SUCCESS. Adding 
a to SUCCESS means adding each b E 0 such that (a, b) E E to SUCCESS. Updating 
E also updates these subsets of 0. 
Some pairs of subsets are defined to be disjoint; e.g., an occurrence should not 
belong to FAILURE and SUCCESS at the same time. In the course ofthe computation, 
if an occurrence is added to a disjoint pair, the procedure fails. The disjoint pairs 
are defined as follows: 
SUCCESS n FN LURE = 0, SUCCESl n PARAM = 0, 
SUCCESS n DEAD = 0, 
FAILURE n PARAM = 0, PARAM, n PARAM, = 0 (p f q), 
RIGID n FAILURE =0, RIGID n PARAM = 0. 
We use the following primitive procedures to update the sets described so far: 
(1) ADD_El(a, b) adds (a, b) to E. 
(2) ADD-E@, Bl t’ rn case of a! = p) adds all the pairs of the corresponding rterm 
occurrences in ar and /3 to E. 
(3) ADD(u, X) adds u to X (Xc 0). 
(4) ADD-O(a) adds all the rterm occurrences in cy to 0, and adds all the rigid 
occurrences in cy to RIGID. It also adds (a, a) for each new occurrence a. 
The procedure sometimes updates the set C3 by adding new occurrences to it. In 
the following program, statements ofthe form new a = - . . newly create an occurence 
and ADD-O(a) adds all the r-term occurrences in LY to 0. When a rigid occurrence 
is added to 0, it is also added to RIGID. ADD-O(a) also updates E so that E is 
always an equivalence relation on 0. 
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For each rterm occurrence a E 0, the following procedure SlYPE creates a term 
occurrence equal to stype(a) and returns it. We assume that SWPE records its 
argument and return value, and creates an occurrence at most once for the same 
argument. 
STYPE( a): 
if STYPE(a) has been called then 
return(the previous return value); 
new ar = stype(a); 
ADD-O(a); 
ADD(rtertn(type(a[)), RIGID); 
retum( a); 
end STYPE; 
The top-level of the whole procedure is a loop of the following form. It nondeter- 
ministically selects an occurrence in Roc( a*)\(SUCCESS u DEAD), tries to instanti- 
ate it by calling the procedure TRY, or adds it to FAILURE. 
loop 
if ROC((Y*)\(SUCCESS u DEAD) = 0 then exit; 
Select a E Roc(ar*)\(SUCCESS u DEAD); 
TRY(a); 
Or 
if Roc(a*)\(SUCCESS u DEAD) = 0 then exit; 
Select CL E Roc(cw*)\(SUCCESSu DEAD); 
ADD@, FAILURE); 
for each b E Roe(a) do ADD(b, DEAD); 
end loop. 
In an implementation with backtracking, we first call TRY(a), and if it fails, the 
effects of TRY(a) are undone and a is added to FAILURE. This strategy leads to a 
maximal generalization (see Theorems 2 and 3). 
The procedure TRY tries to instantiate an occurrence. 
TRY(a): 
if a E SUCCESS then return; 
if Q E FAILURE then fail; 
case a of (case analysis by the form of a) 
= TYPE,, : 
c(STYPE<.a)j do kDD(b, SUCCESS); 
o ADD(b, SUCCESS); 
is a bound variable: 
Let x = a and let b = hx:a.P or b = Lka.p E 0; 
TRY(b); 
= nx:a!.p: 
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for each b E Rot(p) do 
if b contains x then ADD(b, SUCCESS); 
if b = x then ADD_E(a, STYPE(b)); 
end do; 
a = Axa.& 
Let STYPE(a) = (IWcu’.~‘): y; 
ADD, E( a, a’); 
ADD-E(type(P), P’); 
for each b E Roe(p) do 
if b contains x then ADD(b, SUCCESS); 
if b = x then ADD-E@, STYPE(b)); 
end do; 
a=@: 
TW~e~4wW)k 
Let LY =f:(nX: ~46):~; 
Let p = c: y’; 
TRY-REDUCTIQNS( y, y’); 
Let r:(hx:y.S)(c:y’)~STYPE(a) (=s[c/x]); 
for each r:d-e do ADD_El(d, e); 
end case; 
Let rterm(cu) =a; 
TRY_REDUCTlONS(type(a), STYPE(a)); 
ADD(a, SUCCESS); 
return; 
end TRY; 
?he procedure TRY_f!EDUCTIONS takes two term occurrences in 0, which are 
convertible with each other, and tries to instantiate the reductions. We assume that 
the required reductions are given before applying the whole procedure. 
TRY_REDUCTIONS(ar, ,B): 
Let CY=C?,-,~CY~~~~~~CY,, and ~=~0~~1~~~* Pp,,, 
be the confluent reductions (a, = Pm), 
where ai B ai+I and pj I=- pi+1 are one-step reductions; 
for each 0~ is n do ADD,O(ai); 
for each O~js m do ADD,O(P,); 
ADD-E(%, Pm); 
foreachO<i<n-1 do 
Let r be the redex of ai B ai+l; 
Let r= yS or r=hx:by; 
TRY(r); 
o ADD_El(a, b); 
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for each Osj<m-1 do 
Do the same thing for & as for cui; 
end do; 
end TRY-REDUCTIONS. 
Before the top-level begins to run, we do the following initialization: 
Let 0 = RiGID = 8; 
ADD_O(a*); 
l&et SUCCESS = FAILURE = PARAM, = DEAD = 9); 
Let E ={(a, a)lae 0); 
for each p E P* do 
for each a E S*(p) do 
ADD(a, PARAM,); 
for each kRoc(a) do ADD@, DEAD); 
end do; 
end do; 
and after the top-level loop has been exited, we perform the following check: 
for each a E FAlLUREu PARAM do 
for each (a, b)~ E do 
Let rterm(cY) =a and rterm(p) = b; 
TRY_REDUCTlONS(type(cu), type(P)); 
end do; 
end for; 
After the procedure has stopped and the check has succeeded, we introduce a 
new variable for each equivalence class in FAILURE. Each occurrence in FAILURE 
is replaced with the corresponding new variable, and each occurrence in PARAM, 
is replaced with p. If a E FAILURE and v is the new variable corresponding to the 
equivalence class of a, or a E PARAM, and v = p, the type of v is set to type(a) for 
some Q! such that rterm(0) = a. After reordering the new variables and parameters 
so that their type contains only the preceding variables or parameters, we obtain a 
declaration. 
Let SUCCESS, and SUCCESS2 be the final values of SUCCESS in two computa- 
tions of the procedure, and G1 and G2 be the generalizations obtained by them. 
We then have the following theorem. 
G, s G2 $ SUCCESS, c SUCCESS2. 
Proof. Since variables of a generalization constructed by the procedure are made 
as distinct as possible, SUCCESS1 c SUCCESS2 iff there exists a nonmerging substi- 
tution from G1 to Gz. Cl 
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The following theorem guarantees that the generalizations procedure can construct 
any generalization. 
Theorem 3. If G = ((r, A t-p), 8, p) is a generalization f (ran- cy*, P*, S*) such that 
pe = c11*, there exists a computation of the generalization procedure that results in a 
generalization G’ such that G < G’. 
Proof. If we add all the occurrences corresponding to occurrences in /3 to SUCCESS 
(the procedure will not fail), we obtain a generalization G’ such that there exists a 
merging substitution from G’ to G. Cl 
3.3. Anti-reduction 
Anti-reduction can be considered as a small generalization problem. Let r I- a : a 
andiet &,... , b,, be occurrences of the same rterm in a. We solve the generalization 
problem (D-ax, P, S), where P = {p} and S(p) = {b,, . . . , b,,}. If we obtain a 
solution ((r, A t- a’x’), 6, p), we can construct a redex 
(A x$q. l l l .x, : ~,.d:d)(x,O) l l l (x,49), 
where A=x,:q,...,x,:~y,. 
Usually, when a redex is newly created, the function part of the redex should be 
added to FAILURE, because if not, the resulting generalization can be reduced to 
a simpler one. Therefore, when anti-reduction is performed, we should not construct 
a maximal generalization, but a generalization that is maximal among those that 
satisfy the above condition. It is very difficult, however, to determine when and on 
which rterm to perform anti-reduction. Currently, we do not know any particular 
method to guide anti-reduction. Considerations in the next section are helpful, but 
are far from mechanizable. 
Instead of creating a new redex, we can perform anti-reduction by eliminating 
reductions required in type inference, i.e., the reductions used in TRY_REDUC- 
TIONS. For example, from the following generalization problem: 
matrix: type + int + type 
make-matrix: III: typeJ7n:int.X + metrix(X, n) 
t- 
make_matrix( int, 2 + 2,0) : matrix( int, (( hx.x + x) = p)(2)), 
we can construct he following generalization: 
p:int+int 
t- 
meke_matri$int, p(2), 0) : matrix(int, p(2)) 
This kind of anti-reduction is rather easy to perform and can be mechanizable. The 
example in Section 5 contains anti-reduction of this kind. 
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4. Problems of generalization 
4.1. Con trolling instantiation 
Consider the following generalization of (GPl). 
p : type, g : list(p) + int 
l- 
fix( list( p) + list( int)) 
h map&w. 
if list( int) 
nW P, x) 
nil(int) 
cons(int, addI (g(x)), mafW P9 m, (GM) 
where g- hd(int). This generalization is incompatible with (GM) in the sense that 
neither (GM) s (GM) nor (GM) s (GM) holds. 
This ambiguity of generalizations corresponds to the order of occurrence selection 
in the generalization procedure. Usually, the selection begins with rterm(a”), and 
proceeds to occurrences contained in an occurrence already in SUCCESS. For 
example, if a E SUCCESS and a = (b:p)(c:y), one can select either b or c in the 
next step. These possibilities can result in different generalizations. 
Other than controlling the order of occurrence selection, we should also control 
where to stop instantiation, because maximal generalizations are not always 
appropriate. For example, from the following generalization problem: 
fix( list( int = p) -) list( int = q)) 
A mapAx. 
if list( int) 
null(int, x) 
nil(int) 
cons( int, sub1 (square(add1 (hd( int, x)))), map(tl( int, x))), 
(GPl’) 
we obtain the following maximal generalization: 
p: type, q: type,f:int+q,g:p+int 
l- 
fix(kist( p) + list(q)) 
A map.hx. 
if list(q) 
nuil(p, x) 
Wd 
csns(q,f(square(g(hd(p, W), mw(Wnt, xH)- (GV.1) 
This generalization seems instantiated too much. 
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Moreover, allowing anti-reduction greatly increases the degree of ambiguity, 
particularly by creating the following trivial redex: 
(hx:A.x : A + A)(a:A) TV a. 
For example, from (GP2), we can obtain the following generalization by three 
applications of the trivial anti-reduction. 
p : type, v : p + list(A), v1 :p + list(A), v2 :list(A) + p 
l- 
fix( p + list(A) + (A + A) + list(A)) 
), -alap.hu.hLA. 
if list(A) 
nullA( I) 
v(u) 
map(~2(appendA(~I(u), consA(f(hdA(0), nib))), tMO,f). 
(G2.2) 
(G2.2) seems too much instantiated and inappropriate as a generalization.. On the 
other hand, we can construct he following generalization: 
p : type, v : p + list(A), v1 :p + (A + A) + list(A) + p 
I- 
fix( p + list(A) + (A + A) + list(A)) 
A map.hu.ALA$ 
if list(A) 
nullA( I) 
V(U) 
maP(vl(u,J 0, fMO,f) (G2.3) 
This generalization also seems inappropriate, because the information that f is 
applied to hd&) is completely lost. 
These problems can be solved by determining which parts are characteristrc to a 
program. Here, we consider injectiveness of functions as a means of doing such 
characterization. Roughly speaking, we consider that noninjective parts of a program 
characterize the program, and when generalizing the program, those parts should be 
maintained in Q gener+ization and other parts can be (or should be) replaced with 
variables. For examp , f [ hdA( I)) is noninjective on f and I and should be maintained 
in a generalization. hlsually, functions that destructure a data structure, such as 
hdA, tl,, or elimination operators in constructive type theory, are considered to be 
noninjective and characterize the program. 
Let us write 
Ql,--9 a,injx,,...,x,, 
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if the following condition is satisfied under the intended interpretation: 
n 
A ai =ai[X~lXl,...,X~/&] * X,=X:&‘**&X,=Xk. 
i > 
notinj denotes the negation of inj. For example, 
f(a) notinjf, consAx, Y) ini x, Y, 
hdA(x) notinj x, tlA(x) notinj x. 
NOW, consider the following rierm: 
appeM&, con%&VMO), n&)) 
We know that 
we have 
f( hdA( I) notinjcf; 2, append,( u, consA(y, n&J) inj u, y. 
This means that the part f(hdA( I)) characterizes the program, and it should be 
maintained in the generalized program. The generalization (G2.1) maintains exactly 
this part, and is actually used in [ 131. For (GPl), we should adopt (GPl .l) rather 
than (GP1.4), bpcause hdA(x) notinj x and addl(x) inj x. 
However, the notion of injectiveness seems too strong for most of the applications, 
because few functions are strictly injective. Therefore, we should measure how 
injective each function is, and develop notions like strongly noninjective, almost 
injective, etc. Such information, however, should be provided by the user, because 
it strongly depends on the user’s intention of how he wants to reuse the 
program. 
4.2. Merging new variables 
“Be generaliz$Aon procedure constructs ageneralization whose new variables are 
made as distinct as possible. However, this is not always appropriate for actual 
applications. We therefore need some methods to merge variables. Here, we consider 
the possibility that adding correctness proof helps merge variables. 
Let us consider the problem of computing the maximum value of three integers. 
hx:int.hy:int.hz:int. 
if int 
leq(x, Y) 
(if int leq(y, 2) 2 y) 
(if int leq(x, 2) 2x) 
:(int=p)+(int=p)+(int=p)+(int=p), W3) 
where leq : int + int + bool. We have the following maximal generalization: 
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p: type, c:p p + + bool, r,:p+p+ bool, r,:p+p+ boo1 
l- 
Ax:p__Q:p.hz:p. 
ifp 
4x9 Y) 
(ifp rz(u, 2) ZY) 
(if p rJx, 2) 2x) 
:P+P+P+P (G3.1) 
Since the three occurrences of leq are not related, they are replaced with three 
distinct new variables. 
Let us now add a correctness proof to this program and see how the proof helps 
to generalize the program. In order to add the proof, we introduce the following 
variables: 
not : prop 3 prop, 
cond : IIX:prop.LW:prop.( U + X) + (not(U) + X) + X, 
n : prop + prop + prop, 
h I : lW:prop.lIV:prop.n( U, V), 
3 : I7X : type.( X + prop) + prop, 
3,:IIX:type.nf’:X+prop.lIx:Xf(x)+3(X,f), 
to : IIX : type.( X + X + prop) + prop, 
rsf :CX: type.Lfr:(X + X + prop).to(X, r) + lIx:X.r(x, x), 
trans : I7X: type.lIr:(X + X + prop). 
to(X, r) + lIx:X.IIy:X.l7z:X.r(x, y) -) r(y, 2) + r(x, z), 
asym:lIX:type.l?r:(X+X+prop). 
tO(X, r) + IIx:X.lIy:X.not(r(x, y)) + r(x, y), 
Leq : int + int + prop, 
int_is-to : to(int, Leq). 
to(int, Leq) denotes that (int, Leq) is a total order, and int_is_to is the assumption 
of to(int, Leq). A and 3 are logical connectives with the following abbreviations: 
AAB=A(A,B) 3x:X.A = 3(X, hx:X.A). 
We assume that A associates to the right. A I (A, B, a, b) is abbreviated to a A I b and 
A I also associates to the right. Similarly, 3] (A, B, a, b) is abbreviated to a 3,b. The 
program is now expressed as follows: 
hx*M.hy:int.Az:int. 
cond 
Leq(y,z)(hQ.z31~+(AQ.y31***)) 
Leq(x, z)(nQ. z 3,. . l )(hQ. x3,. l l )) 
: I;x:(int =p).Hy:int.l;Tz:int. 
3m:int.(Leq(x, m) A i eq(y, m) A Leq(2, m) 
~lAv:int(Leq(x, w)+Leq(y, IV)+ Leq(2, w)+Leq(m. w))) (GN 
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where 9 l . should be filled with appropriate proofs. For example, the last x 3] l . . is 
x 3, ref(int, Leq, int_is_to, x) 
A I asym(int, Leq, int_is_to, x, y, P) 
A I asym(int, Leq, int-is-to, x, z, Q) 
I\~ (.hw.hL.AM.hN.L). 
If we generalize (GP4), we obtain the following maximal generalization: 
p:type,r:p+p+prop,... 
t- 
Ax:int.Ay:int.Az:int. 
cond @ 
4x9 Y 1 
(AP.cond@r(y,z)(AQ.z3,-•)(AQ.y+-)) 
(AP.cond@r(x,z)(AQ. ~3~. l l )(AQ.x3,- l 0)) 
: Ilkp.lIy:p.Ikp.3m:p.( r(x, m) I\ r(y, m) A r(z, m) 
/\ l7w:p.( r(x, w) + r(y, w) + r(z, w) j + r(m, w))). (G4.1) 
In this case, Leq is replaced with the unique new variable r, because the notion of 
to(int, Leq) relates all the occurences of Leq. Unfortunately, however, the variable 
int_is_to cannot be replaced with a unique. variable. In fact, there are fourteen 
occurrences of int_is_to in (Gp4), and since these occurrences are not related, they 
are replaced with fourteen distinct new variables whose type is to( p, r). 
We can rely on the principle of independence of proof by De Bruijn (although we 
are using a subsystem of constructive type theory). In classical ogic, we consider 
that a proposition is true independent of how we prove it. If x:A:prop and y:A:prop, 
then x and y are considered to be equal. From the point of the principle, it is 
pointless to replace proofs of the same proposition with distinct variables since the 
proposition is true whatever proof we use. Therefore, we have a good reason to 
merge those variables. In the above case, we introduce a unique new variable 
v:to( p, r). 
5. Longest up segment 
This example is a very typical one in everyday programming. The problem is to 
generalize the program that computes a longest up (nondecreasing) segment of an 
array, and then instantiate the result to obtain a program that computes the segment 
of an array with the largest sum. In - 6s example, we specify the partial parametriza- 
tion on the program as well as on the specification, and try to extract he conditions 
that should bc satisfied by the largest sum segment problem. Note that the generaliza- 
tion procedure described so far is not a complete one, and we should guide the 
generalization i  an appropriate way, particularly in instantiation and anti-reduction. 
The largest sum segment problem also ap 
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We first give the specification of the program. We declare variables as follows: 
0: int 
+:int+int+int 
-:int+int+int 
= : int+ int+prop 
S:int+int+prop 
<:int+int+prop 
af ray : type + type 
[ ] : 17X: type.array(X) + int + X 
1 I: HX: type.array(X) + int 
for: lIn:int.nf:int +prop. 
f(O)+(~k:int.O~k+k02+f(k)+f(k+l))+f(n) 
I\ E : ~tkprop.nv:proprn( u I\ v) + nw: typ?.( u + v+ w) + w 
3,:lIX:type.l?fi(X+prop).3(X,f)+lW:prop.(I7x:X.f(x)+ U)+ U 
We use +, -, =, s and c as infix operats*;s, and write ~[i] for [ ](e, a, i) and Ial 
for 1 I(@, a). Ial denotes the length of the array CL. for is the iteration operator for 
constructing the usual for loop. 
A E (A, B, a, C, APAQ.b) is abbreviated to 
let(P /\&)=a in 6, 
Wd &(/i,JI; G, 8, Xx.X3) is abbreviated to 
let@ 3, P) = Q in b. 
Further, we combine patterns (P A I Q) and (X & P) to construct a more complicated 
pattern. For example, 
let(P ,y,x3,Q)=a in b 
= let(P A~ R) = a in let(x 31 0) = R in g, 
where R is a new bound variable. We even combine them with A or IL. 
W AI Qb f hR.let( P I\~ 0) = R in a. 
We introduce some mucros for defining the specification. 
upseg(a,i,n,k) = (O~inOQzd+n~k) 
I7j:int.O~j+j<n+a[i+j]Sa[i+j+l], 
upendseg(a, i, n, k) = upseg(a, i, n, k) A i + n = k, 
longest-upseg(a, i, n, k) = upseg(a, i, n, k) 
A Hj:int.l7m:in .upseg(a, j, m, k) + m s n, 
longest_upendseg(a, i, n, k) = upendseg(a, i, n, k) 
A (h?j:int.&z:int.upendseg(a,j, m, k) 
wnbn). 
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upseg( a, i, n, k) means that the segment [i, i + n] is included in the segment [0, k] 
and the array a does not decrease in [i, i+ n], i.e., [i, i + n] is an up segment within 
[0, k]. upendseg( a, i, n, k) means that [i, i + n] is an up segment ending with k, i.e., 
i+n=k 
The algorithm to compute the longest up segment is as follows. We use S i, n, j 
and m as variables. k is the counter, and it begins with 0 and ends with Ial - 1. at 
the beginning of each step, est._upseg(a, i n, k) and longest_upend- 
seg(a, j, m, k) hold. a[ j + m] and a[ j + m + l] are first compared, and if a[ j + m] s 
a[ j + m + 11, i.e., if a is nondecreasing at this point, m is set to m + 1; otherwise, j 
is set to j + m + 1 and m is set to 0. “Meter this, n and m are compared, and unless 
m<n,iandnaresettojandm. 
The program with correctness proofs in it is as follows: 
(1) 
(2) 
(3) 
(41 
(5) 
(6) 
(7) 
(8) 
(9) 
(10) 
(11) 
02) 
(13) 
(14 
(15) 
(16) 
ha:array(int). 
for (Ial - 1) 
(Ak:int.S:int.h:int.3j:int.3m:int. 
longest_upseg( a, i, n, k) A longest_upendseg( a, j, m, k)) 
(03,03,03~03~*~~) 
(Ak:int.AM:O<kAN:k<(al-1. 
A(i31n3,j3,m31PAIQ). 
(A( j, 3, m, 31 (R:longest_upendseg(a, j,, m,, k+ 1))). 
cond@m,sn 
(AS.i31n3,j,3,m,3,-***) 
(AK j, 31 ml 3,jl 3, ml 31. l l )) 
a[j+m]~a[j-tm+l] 
(AS. j 31m+131-. l ) 
(AS.j+m+131031**=))) 
: h:array(int).3i:int.3n:int.3j:int.3m:int. 
longest_upseg(a, i, n, Ial - 1) A longest-upendseg(a, j, m, Ial - 1) 
Note that the lambda term beginning at line (8) is applied to the term beginning at 
line (12). For formalizing the proofs inside the program, we need more variables. 
We specify the following parametrization i the specification, i.e., in the definitions 
of the macros. 
Llj:int.Osj+j<n+a[i+j]Sa[i+j+l] @ c(a, i,n), 
rnsn W f(a, i, n,j, m). 
Note that f is supplied with redundant arguments because we want to apply the 
generalized program to the largest sum segment problem later. Formally, we should 
first. rewrite ahe terms and then specify the parametrization as foljlows: 
((Aa:array(int).Ai.An.nj.O~j~j<n-,a[i*j]~a[i+j+l])=c)(a, i, n), 
((Aa:array(int). Ai.An.Aj.Am. m < n) = f )(a, i, n, j, m). 
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Unfortunately, however, the above specification is not enough, and we should also 
specify the foilowing parametrization within the program at lines (9) and (12): 
ml s n e f (a, k n,h, ml, 
a[j+m]sa[j+m+l] @ g(a,j, m). 
From the above partial parametrization, we now try to generalize the proofs. We 
only consider the proofs at lines (11) and (13) here. The proof at line (11) contains 
the following argument, where longest_upseg(a, jl , ml, k + 1) is derived from 
longest_upendseg( a, j, , ml, k + 1): 
(In this 
k+l) is i 
argument, for showing longest_upseg(a, j, , m, k + l), upseg(a, j’, m’, 
assumed.) From here, we can introduce the following two variables: 
v : ITa:array(int)J7j’:int.L!m’:intJ7i:int.~n:int.Hj1 :int.Rm, :int . 
f(4 i, 8, j’, m’) + n s ml+f(a,jh m,,j’, m’h 
w : lIa:array(int).lIi:intJ7n:intA!jl :int.lIm, :int . 
not(f(a, i, n, jl, m,))-* n 6 m,. 
( . . l :Iy1 'Sn+nGml+m'Sm,)( -0:m’Sn) 
(( . . . :not(m,S n)+n~m,)(S:not(ml~n))) 
:m’<m,. 
However, this is obviously instantiated too much. We should introduce only one 
variable here: 
v1 :~a:array(int).nj’:int.l7m’:int.Hi:int.nn:int.nj, :int.nm, :int . 
fta, i, n,j’, m’) + not(f(a, i n,j, 9 4) +f(a,j, 9 m,j’, m’). 
The proof at line (13) is of the form 
let( (( Q1 A I Q2) A I Q3) A I Q4) = (Q:longest_upendseg( a, j, m, k)) in l l l 
and contains the following argument: 
. ..Q2...S... :&Yj’:int.O<j’+j’<m+l+a[j+j’]~a[j+j’+l] 
(The type of Q2 is nj’:int.Oaj’+j’<m+a[j+j’]<a[j+j’+l] and that of S is 
a[ j+ m] s a[ j + m + 11.) From here, we can introduce the following variable: 
The proof at line (13) also contains the following argument: 
( . . .* . m’-1~m~m’~m+l)(~~~Q,(j’,m’-1)~~~:m’-1~;rt):m’~m+l. 
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(In this argument, longes;_upendseg( a, j, m + 1, k + 1) is proved. 
upendseg(u, j’, m’, k + 1) is assumed, arYk upendseg(a, j’, m’- 1, k) is derived from 
the assumption. m' - 1 C m is then derive3 using Q4, whose type is 
nj':int.Llm':int . upendseg(a,j’, m’, k) + m’ s mJ From here, we can introduce a 
new variable u3 of the following type: 
v3: IAz:array(int).lIj:int.IIm:int.L!j’:int.I7m’:int. 
f(a,j,m,j’,m’-l)+f(Q,j,m+l,j’,m). 
Unfortunately, this variable is of no use when we apply the generalized program 
to the problem of largest sum segment. Although S (whose type is a[ j+ m] G 
a[j+m+ll) does not appear in the proof of (m’-l~m+m’~mi-l), we should 
include S in the arguments to u3. We also need the conditions m +j -5 k and 
m’ + j’ = k + 1. The appropriate u3 is 
0,: I7a:array.int.L!j:int.PIm:int.I7j’:int.I7m’:int. 
m+j=k-,m’+j’=k+l+g(a,j,m) 
+f(a,j, m,j’,m’-l)+f(a,j,m+l,j’,m’). 
This means that we should create a redex of the form (Ax.a)b in which x does not 
occur in a. 
For the largest sum segment problem, we perform the following substitution: 
c(a, j, m) H true, 
j+m i+n 
f(4 i, G m) * C 4W t& a[U, 
t=j 
j+m+l 
s(a,j, 4 - 4i +m + 11s C aV1, 
t=j 
For obtaining an efhcieut program, we should perform appropriate transformations 
after the substitution. 
6. Problems and related works 
In this paper, we described the process of generalizing a program from a given 
partial parametrization. Unfortunately, the anti-reduction operation seems very hard 
to mechanize, and the problems described in Section 4.1 are far from being solved. 
Investigating useful notions that determine which parts are characteristic to a 
program seems interesting, but very difficult. We should also develop a method to 
ailow the user to provide his intention of how he wants to reuse the program. 
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We think that techniques developed in this paper are applicable to other formal 
systems, such as Logical Framework or Theory of Constructions, but the same 
problems will also arise in them. 
We can also consider the problem of obtaining an abstract program by comparing 
analogous concrete ones as [8] and [9] discuss. When analogous programs are 
generalized, different parts are first replaced with parameters. Therefore, the problem 
can be regarded as an extension of the problem described in this paper, and similar 
difficulties seem to arise. For example, only repacing different parts will result in a 
generalization that is instantiated too much. However, since there are more than 
one program, one can use more information to guide generalization. 
Since [8] is not based on a particular formal system, its results can be firmly 
stated in our formalism. For example, in [8] Dershorwitz discussed the importance 
of localizing transformations (abstraction) to relevant parts. This corresponds to 
obtaining maximal generalizations. The problem of extracting necessary precondi- 
tions is exactly that of introducing new variables for proofs. Relating preconditions 
or invariants with parts of a program corresponds to generalizing a program with 
a correctness proof. Strengthening preconditions corresponds to stopping an instanti- 
ation at an appropriate point (introducing vl instead of v and w in Section 5 is an 
example). 
It is obvious that generalization by simple parametrization has a limit in software 
reuse. When we generalize an existing program, we often rewrite it so that the result 
of generalization becomes more applicable. For example, we sometimes add another 
branch to a conditional expression which is never eached, or add some preprocessing 
(or postprocessing) procedure which is vacuous in the existing program. 
For performing such transformations, we need more powerful formal systems. 
The study of good formal systems which are powerful and tractable as well as 
theoretically sound is thought to be vital. 
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